Pursuant to s. 230.09, Wis. Stats., the Administrator of the Division of Personnel Management (DPM) has approved the classification plan changes identified in this bulletin. Regardless of the actual notification date, the effective date is May 22, 2022, unless otherwise indicated.

1) Modify the Correctional Officer classification specification for the Department of Corrections to make general terminology updates throughout the classification and to add a representative position to clarify work performed within this classification specification. No reallocations are necessary for this classification action. Questions may be directed to Peter Flood at (608) 266-8149.

2) Modify the Correctional Sergeant classification specification for the Department of Corrections to make general terminology updates throughout the classification. No reallocations are necessary for this classification action. Questions may be directed to Peter Flood at (608) 266-8149.

3) Retitle the Corrections Communication Operator classification specification from Corrections Communication Operator to Corrections Communications Operator and modify the classification specification to make minor updates to the definition language. No reallocations are necessary for this classification action. Questions may be directed to Peter Flood at (608) 266-8149.

Internet Availability: The target date for the availability of classification specifications from this bulletin on the DPM website is May 27, 2022. This is the only notification BCC will be providing, so please share this information with appropriate agency staff. Any questions should be directed to Peter Flood at (608) 266-8149.

Alphabetical Listing of Classifications: The Alphabetical Listing of Classifications (Alpha List) is available on the DPM website. The Alpha List is updated monthly after classification plan changes are implemented. The date of the last update is listed at the top of the document. Any questions should be directed to Peter Flood at (608) 266-8149.

Donna Bente, Assistant Administrator
Division of Personnel Management
MODIFY

1) Correctional Officer
   66500  05-31  5  2  N  N  247

2) Correctional Sergeant
   66503  05-32  5  2  N  N  247

RETITLE AND MODIFY

1) OLD Corrections Communication Operator
   NEW Corrections Communications Operator
   66100  02-11  2  6  N  N  195